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guren surveys the area where sayuri is being held. seeing yu as the area is clear of vampires, guren is on alert. yu orders sayuri to him, telling her he is not dead yet. saying that she will die if she does not go to him, he asks her to go and she is taken by soldiers. sayuri
apologizes for her actions, telling yu that she did not want to be taken away. yu says he was not a very good friend to her and that she is not ready to leave. he says that nagashi is a beautiful place and that she should go there to see her parents. he says that she should go
there to see guren. she cries as she thinks of guren. yu says that she should go to her parents and that they will be waiting for her. yu says that he will see her again. yu says that he will wait. returning to herself after being swept by the flames, she sees crowley on the
opposite bank. she asks gurens protection as she runs for safety. guren answers saying that the queen is in the next room and that they will discuss it later. sayuri is left alone and as gurens back up disappears, sayuri tries to run past the illusionary fire but quickly realizes its
strength. she is forced to retreat back to the side of the river and gurens voice urges her to run back to crowley. at the opposite bank of the river, crowley and horn lie on the ground with crowley in a weak state. sayuri stumbles and crowley is able to help her. she asks them if
they are okay as she mentions gurens fate and how crowley is worried for her. horn asks what has been happening and sayuri tells them that gurens sword was lost in the fire. she asks if they can help and crowley notes that it will be difficult. he says that gurens sword can be
obtained with little effort, however he will have to remove it from its hilt. sayuri is surprised and confused at crowley's answers as he asks her to lay down. she does so as she feels something cold against her back and she realizes that horn is trying to take her back to crowley.
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